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Dedication
To the Chetty Family especially George Chetty, my uncle for providing me with
invaluable information and insights into the family history.
To my children Sharan and Leigh-Anne Chetty, may they never forget their
roots.
To the Chetty family – may this project lend appreciation to where you have
come from, hoping that one-day no matter how high above (your spiritual
roots) you may look down, you will know your earthly roots and whisper semiaudibly “so that’s where I come from – the road I have travelled has indeed
been a long one”.
To all those wanting to find their roots, I believe there is always a story to tell –
so tell it. Presently, I am placing a 1000 roots projects on the web, so enjoy.
The present project has given me much joy. The search for my ancestry was a
long one, many interviews conducted with my uncle George – and I travelled
the road of the 1000 students that have undertaken the project under the able
mentorship of Professor Surendra Bhana.
There is also one added benefit. A search into ones ancestry can make one
eligible to obtain an OCI card, for the purposes of acquiring land in India,
trading, local rates to visit public places of interests, flight discounts etc.
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Preamble: ( a little but not much of a ramble )

From the dawn of civilization, man has always differentiated himself along, social, cultural and religious
lines, by class, caste, colour, creed and even for sheer greed. The British and American age of conquest
saw the mass movements of under-privileged people to serve the needs of their masters. The system of
slavery saw untold hardships to the captured, many being wisped and torn away from their loved ones.
The “abolitionists’’ both in Britain and America saw the harsh conditions imposed on the slaves and
abolished it in 1833, only to give way to a softer form of ‘slavery’ – they called it indenture whereby
conditions of service were fixed and the labourer, free after expiration of indenture. But the sad
testimonies of many a indenture makes one think whether this was indenture or slavery in disguise.

The need for cheap labour in Natal and elsewhere looked to India – hence many migrated to areas such
as Mauritius, Trinidad, British Guiana and the like. Recruiters and arkathias were active in the many
villages busy recruiting, no matter what the method used to fill the ships bound to the colonies. Pedda
Munigadu Reddi and the Chengadu Chetty family, my ancestors, came to Natal between 1880s and
1890s to make a home in this foreign land and to set down roots – and when we look back what a big
tree it is indeed – a dynasty.

1. Pedda Munigadu Reddi (Reddy)– My Great Grandfather (Grandmothers father – fathers side)
Pedda Munigadu

Pedda Munigadu Reddi

Pedda Munigadu Reddi and Family

Atchamma (Wife) Reddi nee
Chetty

Atchamma Reddi (nee Chetty)

Pedda Munigadu Reddi, Pedda meaning ‘big’ in Telegu (indenture number 55649, age of arrival - 22), my
great-grand-father, on my grand-mothers paternal side, was India-born and hails from Polur, North
Arcot (c. 1870’s). Polur is a panchayat town in present day Tiruvannamalai, a district of Tamil Nadu.
Kattachirmangalam (correct spelling Kacherimangalam) is one of the city or village names within Polur
Taluk from which Pedda came. (http://www.chennaiiq.com/taluks/?id=175&name=Polur). The town of
Polur in Tamil as “porulur” translates into Porul Oor (Place of wealth). The town of Polur is famous for
its mountain temple, dedicated to Lord Narasimha. Historically this temple was referred to as
“Sampathgiri” which in Sanskrit means” mountain of wealth”. From Polur, it takes about one hour to
reach the nearby town of Vellore (north) and the town of Tiruvannamalai (South) - also near the silk
town of Arni (east).

Tiruvannamalai District of Tamil Nadu

North Arcot (2) around 1870’s showing town of Vellore ©,
Polur is 1 hour South of Vellore.

Kacherimangalam is one of the village Towns in Polur Taluk – no number could be ascertained
[Note: to find the village search under the terms e.g. ‘polur panchayat’ or keywords such as thanna,
taluk, revenue village etc. I found maps of India useful for locating the different states. Use the
Documentation Centres’ site for maps ( http://scnc.ukzn.ac.za/doc/SHIP/places.html ) to compare old
and new locations noting that names and boundaries may have changed].

Basket-makers India C1870

Women stamping Rice c1875

According to the ships list, Pedda Munigadu’s father was Reddi Lutchmudu. Pedda left India at the age
of 22, as a lone-ranger as he had come without any family. He was a member of the Uppara caste.
Although Uppara means 'a person who works in salt’, the traditional occupation may not have been
followed and the family could have been agriculturalists (occupational shifts). The reason for his coming
is not clear but India in the 1890’s was marked by drought, famine and floods - Pedda could have been
enticed to coming to Natal, lured by one of the ‘coolie catching’ arkathias or recruiters. Emigration
agents in Calcutta and Madras appointed recruiters and arkatis. Sometimes, recruiting agents were
unscrupulous, the unsuspecting peasant, being carried off without knowing where they were going.
Some recruiters made false promises and recruits duped into believing that ‘sovereigns grew on chillie
trees’. Early recruits travelled by foot, wagon and later railways to depots at Calcutta (Kalkatias, Hindi
speaking) and Madras (Madrasis, Tamil, Telegu). Each person was inspected by a doctor and a
certificate with their name, fathers name, age, caste, village etc. was issued. The Depots were crowded,
unsanitary and recruits were kept like prisoners until a full ship load was secured. The recruits brought
clothes (turbans, dhotis, saris, jackets etc.), bedding and personal belongings such as pots, earthen
lamps, betel leaves, tobacco, curry powder, seeds and medicine.

Pedda Munigadu’s Ship list details

Sample Document that Pedda would have had

Arrival In boats

A typical paddle-steamer that brought Indians

A Walk to the Estates

Pedda left the port of Madras (now Chennai), in 1894 and arrived in Natal in June 1894 in the Umzinto
VII (ship). The long journey took about 34 days. On the ships, cooking and sleeping arrangements were
‘awkward’, no secluded bathing areas, heavy congestion, poor food quality, limited supply of drinking
water. Passengers were huddled together and many caste violations prevailed. Usually high caste would
not eat, drink, socialize, use the same utensils or marry into lower castes. The voyage across the great
black waters (Kala Paani) challenged these caste rules on the ship and even in Natal. They nevertheless
entertained themselves on board with singing, playing cards, boxing and wrestling.

When Pedda arrived at the depot in Natal, he had to wait to be assigned. Many immigrants complained
of the crowded, insanitary conditions at the depots. Finally he was assigned to the Muckle Neuk Estates
in La Lucia, Durban.

Muckle Neuk Estates, La Lucia , Durban

Umhloti Valley Central Sugar Mill – 1897-1922
The estate was started by William Campbell in 1859. Campbell started planting cane on his arrowroot
farm Muckle Neuk near the mouth of the Umhloti (300-400 acres). By 1861 he crushed his first sugar
cane with his own steam mill and became a manger in 1865 on the passing of his father. When Pedda
arrived the estate was owned by Michael and later passed hands to the Umhloti Valley Central Sugar
Mill and Estate Co. Ltd in 1897. Interestingly, William Campbell, even though he employed indentured
labour had long opposed the introduction of Indian labour in Natal and instead insisted that the
government should encourage the working spirit of the ‘native people’. (Osborn, RF: Valiant harvest).

Pedda Munigadu Reddy and Family in India
My informant, George Chetty, recalls two stories told to him by his mother, both of which were of
Pedda’s brother and the other of his father. The brother wanted to play the mirdingam using his foot .
He therefore sought out a tutor and ended up mastering the art. Another more frightening story, was
told of Pedda’s father. They lived on a farm in India. In the middle of the night Pedda’s father heard

footsteps. When he got up he saw a huge figure with a pot ‘full of fire’ walking pass through the
property. Fear for the safety of his family, the father having known some mantras used it to protect the
property every day. One day he forgot to perform the prayer ‘forgot to do the Mantras’ . He knew the
demon would take revenge and knew that he was going to die that night. He told the story to his
children and asked them to prepare for his funeral. That night he died.

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

2. ARRIVAL OF CHENGADU IENGANIAH CHETTY (24693) AND HIS FAMILY
A major part of my ancestry begins with the arrival of Chengadu Ienganiah Chetty and his family from
which two unions occurred, one with Pedda Munigadu Reddy (whom I had just described) and a South
African born Atchamma, daughter of Chengadu whose daughter is my grand-mother Muniamma
(Market Amma). The second, the marriage of Munigadu (No. 24698), son of Chengadu, to (unknown)
from which union my grandfather, Rengasamy was born. Both Atchamma and Munigadu Chetty were
clearly brother and sister. Hence, both Rengasamy and Muniamma were cousins (see family tree). The
tracing of my roots began with them. I looked at the indenture numbers associated with their marriage
certificate and they did not make any sense or correspond to the oral tradition (given by George Chetty,
my uncle, son of Rengasamy). According to the document , the marriage was declared and registered on
16 February 1948, even though they were married much earlier (Date :
). I had to look
elsewhere for the correct indenture numbers and therefore sought out Muniamma’s brother’s
(Subramoney – Benjamin) document (produced below) which began to fit like a glove. We acknowledge
the contribution of Papamma (Benjamin’s wife now aged 82) for some valuable insights and
information.

Subramoney’s (Benjamin’s) Birth Certificate- brother of Muniamma, my grand-mother

A more recent document obtained was of my uncle Georges wife, daughter of Achamma (daughter of
Munigadu, no 24698). This confirms that Kogie and George were cousins. This document is produced
below. Incidently, Achamma was married to Kanigadu (130437) who came with his mother (Papamma,
130436) and brother and sister (130438-9). All came from the district of Chingleput, village Pakkam.

Of greater importance is part of the puzzle that remained as yet unsolved, the wife of Munigadu (24698)
which appears that she is South African born as her (achamma’s) father and mother are indicated as
coming from India as the Veerasawmy family consisting of the father (19026) and mother (Polee, 19027)
together with children Munigadoo Virasami (aged 4, 19029) and daughter Chellee (aged 5, no. 19028).
While it is possible that Chellee is Munigadu’s (24698) wife it is unlikely as , the wife of Munigadu’s
number would appear in the certificate, directly as 24698/19028, but this is not the case. See certificate
below.

Achamma (Right, South African born, Rengasamy’s sister) and Kannigadu (130437)

The Story Continues:
Chengadu (Indenture no. 24693, aged 30) did not come to Natal alone. He was accompanied by his wife,
Achi Ramudu (24694, age 25) and three children, Munigadu (24698, aged 11), Latchmi (24696, aged 5),
Jengamiah (24697, aged 1) and Ragavudu (24695, aged 8). These documents are reproduced below.

It is interesting to note however that in the same ship (Mars II, 1881), there were many Ramudus,
Chengadus, Munigadus, Naraidoos, Venkatasus, some 73 in all, from Zillah (Chingleput), thanna
(Trivellore) and village (Cudambathoor) suggesting that many were related and knew each other on
their journey and settled in Natal working for the Natal Plantation Company or the Milner, Thomas Cross

Redcliffe Estate Sugar, thus forming a very closely knit family in Natal. The Chengadu family were all
Upparas or salt workers, although having this caste name; the members may have been agriculturalists.
Chingleput (Zillah)- Trivellore (Thanna)– Cudumbathor (Village)
Chingleput district does not exist anymore. Madras (Chennai) is to the north of Cudambathoor
(Kadambathur), Trivellore itself has been renamed Thiruvallur/Tiruvallur within which lies Kadambathur.
Kadambathur again has many villages as evident by the following list, where Kadambathur is one of the
named villages.
(http://offerings.nic.in/directory/adminreps/viewpansumSQL.asp?selstate=6348&parenttype=B&ptype=
V&button1=Submit ). Also look at the revenue villages, where Kadambathur is named but not located.
(http://tnmaps.tn.nic.in/vill.php?dcode=01&centcode=0006&tlkname=Tiruvallur#MAP). Click on the link
for a bigger map.

Kadambathur lies in the middle/west of Tiruvallur Taluk. The
Thiruvallur district itself consists of the 5 taluks, viz. tiruthani,
Ponneri, Gummudipoondi, Uthukottai and Tiruvallur.

Chingleput District (1), Chingleput Town (B) – 1870s

Natal Plantation Company – Umtata Sugar Estate/Canoby Estate:
Little is known of why the Chengadu Chetty family together with other relatives immigrated to Natal.
According to the shipslist, the family settled at the Natal Plantation Company (other). The company
operated the Umtata Estate near the Umgeni and the Canoby Estate at the mouth of the Umkomaas
(Osborne, F : Valiant harvest, p. 76). The Umtata estate was near the KwaMashu township (see picture remains of mill in early 1962). The estate (1120 acres) was started by John Millar, and then taken over
by Aling Osborn and then the Natal Plantations Company. It is not clear whether the family worked at
Canoby estate or Umtata Sugar Estate, hence “other”.

Umtata Sugar estate with KwaMashu Township in the background – demolished 1962
Very little is known of the whereabouts of the Chengadu family after indenture except that they lived in
Cleremont, near a ‘Military Camp’ (German-hide-out ), leased land and continued banana plantations
and took their produce to the market. Sometimes they would carry basket loads on their head. One day
a cart load of bananas slipped and Munigadu (son) broke his leg.
My grandmother tells of the story of the strength of Gunsadar, one of Rengasamy’s brothers, offspring
of Munigadu Chetty. One Friday the ox wagon packed to capacity with goods to the market. It was
‘bogged down’ in mud as it was raining heavily. Gunsadar , being a very strong man, lifted the wagon on
his back to one side so that the ox could move on. Gunsadar was his nickname as he had lost one or
more of his fingers.

The family later moved to Clare Estate (345 New Germany Road) to a wood and iron house , dubbed
‘Sigas house’. The property now forms part of the Pick and Pay complex (Corner of Sirpat Road and
NewGermany). The land which was purchased by Munigadu. Little is known of Munigadu Chetty, except
that he was very tall and heavy so much so that his coffin required 6 strong men to carry it. Munigadu
was a very religious man it seems. He used to host religious functions at his house. It was bought to my
attention that he was part of the Panchayat along with prominent members such as R.R. Alfred of
Avoca. At one meeting he was advised to move the functions away from his house and hence the
formation of the Andhra Vishnu Temple, near the property.
On the death of Munigadu Chetty, ownership of the land was taken over by Rengasamy who ‘paid his
brothers off’ and became the sole owner. It is recalled that Rengasamy and his brothers were dramatists
and took part in drama and plays. It is said that Rengasamy and his brothers took part in the
therakoothu or six-foot dance as a form of entertainment and recreation.

Therakoothu – a form of Dance Drama

MARRIAGE AND LIFE THERE AFTER – PEDDA AND ATCHAMMA (b. - died.c1941)
As I had stated earlier, Pedda Munigadu married Atchamma, daughter of Chengadu (one of off springs
was Muniamma, my grandmother). Little is known of the Pedda’s life in the barracks or on the estates or
of his life thereafter except when he married Atchamma, my great-grand-mother (paternal). My granny
(market Amma) lived in Doonside (past Umzinto) in the southcoast. Later they acquired a property in
Mayville area near the tollgate (Cato Manor). The map of which is reproduced below. I remember, my
aunt (Chinmakka) staying in Molver road where I saw a game of ‘Diam’ – a kind of crown and anchor
played on sack.

Mayville – 1955 - 1965

My granny of course went to live with my grandfather in Clare Estate, after she married for a short while
(this story will be continued soon) but at some point Pedda stayed somewhere in Clare Estate ,
According to Benjamin’s birth certificate he was born in Clare Estate and this was confirmed by my uncle

but he does not know where they lived. Pedda worked at the Boom gate Quarry (near Britannia hotel) as
a sirdar. Pedda lost one of his eyes due to a dynamite blast. Both my great-granny Atchamma and even
my granny worked in the quarry – and were paid 25c per dynamite hole.

MARRIAGE AND AFTER – RENGASAMY’S PARENTS MUNIGADU CHETTY
One of Chenagadu’s son, Munigadu (my great-grand-father) married a lady who’s name I could not
ascertain (one of the off springs was Rengasamy, my grandfather). Munigadu Chetty worked as a sirdar
in the Quarry Road quarry.
My grandfathers family lived in New Germany (near a military barracks during the world war) and later
moved to New Germany Road, where a tin house was erected. The course of events I need to establish,
both my grandfathers and grand-mothers, where they stayed and the stories they told, if any of their
parents and of themselves, through my uncle, George Chetty. Much of the events told in this segment
will cover the period up to 1953 when I was born.

MARRIAGE AND AFTER - RENGASAMY AND MUNIAMMA CHETTY

Muniamma (My Grandmother). Oct 1908)

Rengasamy (My grandfather (1902-1969)

It is said that Rengasamy married Muniamma in 1926 where they lived for a short while in Clare Estate.
Rengasamy had leased land in Clairwood, near the Clairwood school (Mobeni area) and at the time my
father Benson (Munisami ( Dec 1927-1979) was a small boy when my granny would water the fields
with the baby in her arms. At some point, my grand-parents stayed at the tram barracks (Crabbe St),
Greyville (presently Joshua Door, opposite the Durban Station, where the Railway Barracks once stood.
From my second uncle (Bobby) downwards all were born in Magazine Barracks when my grandfather
worked for the municipal Corporation as a road sweeper. My grandparents had 11 children in all, of
which 7 survived, indicating the high mortality rate in those days – and as I write this story only 3 of my
uncles/aunts survive.

My granny (Market amma), like her mother, Atchamma, were pavement vendors in Warwick Avenue
selling vegetables and fresh produce. In later years my granny and my father acquired stalls in the Early
Morning Market - next to each other . The stalls were situated under where the present freeway/Berea
station is today.
My uncle recalls the 1949 riots in Magazine barracks, when Rengasamy was attacked . The British Navy
protected the barracks on an instruction from the Indian government. My mother also recalls the riots.
It was when she got engaged to my father and during his courtship my father had to hide ‘in a white
peoples house’ for fear of being beaten. Within three months of their engagement my mother then
living at 23 Bristow Road Mayville, was married and moved to Magazine Barracks.
My uncle, George, recalls life at the barracks when as boys they were paid 2 pence to carry rations with
a wooden cart. George went to the Depot Road, Greyville and Clairwood Senior boys’ school. He went
to Tamil school at the Drama hall. Magazine barracks was indeed a fertile ground for top soccerites,
musicians and dramatists.

Rengasamy and Muniamma’s Marriage Certificate obtained in 1962

Three Friends

Reuben (son of Chinmakka), George (my uncle and informant), Rex(son of Reggie)

My Parents Marriage and After -Magazine Barracks
My parents Munisami Chetty and Rajambal Chetty were married at the Drama Hall in magazine
barracks, the date of which I still have to ascertain (1949). After living at the tin barracks (5)- see
diagram of magazine barracks), my grandparents moved to a block building , ground floor(4) My parents
were married then.
Magazine Barracks/Railway Barracks 1950-1965

Drama Hall and Library

Tin Barracks

Flats – Barracks – we lived on the second floor

Barracks Temple

Depot Road School
I was born in Magazine barracks, on the 17th May 1953. My grandfather, being a ‘corporation worker’,
worked for the Durban municipality as a sweeper. He was entitled to a free house at the Magazine
barracks and free rations. From what I am given to understand, most of my uncles were born here, in
the tin barracks. My recollections of barracks are few but momentous. From my recollections, I stayed
here for a while, then moved to Clairwood, Magazine Barracks, Blinkbonnie Road and then to 345 New
Germany Road. My first time in Magazine Barracks I remember nothing, but the second time I do. When
I was about 4-5 years old my parents moved from Clairwood with my grandfather in the ‘upstairs floor’
at Magazine Barracks.
I Remember :
I remember me and my elder brother, Dennis attending the pre-school at Drama hall and he later
moved to the Depot Road School. I recall the therakoothu being performed – a form of street drama

with ‘men behind dolls’ and masks dancing and enacting plays. I also remember, the men hoisting a
huge pole on which grease was smeared, and only the valiant and courageous could get to the ‘pot of
gold’ (money) at the top. I remember that as children we played and jumped on the bed alongside which
was the prayer place with a spiked ‘theru’ . One day my brother pushed me off the bed and I sustained
a deep gash, a scar which I bear today. We rushed to the sirdar’s house to have it bandaged. I remember
that next to the barracks was the black township (Baumanville) where the boys would jump over the
fence to buy bread from the nearby café. I was later to come to this area during my high school year of
1967, to the Greyville high School (previously the Depot Road School). The reason for the demise of this
area, I don’t know, but I know that occupants of the Railway barracks had to give way to the existing
railway station at Umgeni Road. These as far as my recollections go – up to age 5, the years between
1953-1958.

Railway Barracks
The Railway barracks is just a stones throw away from Magazine barracks (see map of Magazine
barracks). Those that worked for the Natal Government Railways were given free housing here. I
remember that my aunt Grace (Mothers elder sister) lived here. We used to visit often and look forward
for the delicious ‘idli ‘ that was sold at the entrance of the barracks. Each quarters had 2 rooms and a
kitchen which often doubled as a bathroom, while the toilets were communal, residents having to walk
a distance at night. In the front of the barracks was a temple. I remember my cousins, Rajes (Grace’s
daughter) to Sonny (my mother’s brother)and a movie being shown in a nearby hall as part of the
celebrations. My father and Kista (Grace’s husband) were great friends and drinking buddies which went
well into my father’s early death in 1979 at the age of 52.
---------------------------------------Stopped Here-------------------------------------------------------------Clairwood
While my grandfather worked at the Durban Corporation, he bought land at Clairwood , 55 Pine Road
for 100 pounds. He obtained the assistance of my aunt’s (Baby, Georges wife) elder brother to purchase
materials for the property in Clairwood. The house was build around 1955, and it was here that both my
brothers Satch and Devan were born. My grandparents, uncles, aunts, grandmother’s brother (Reggie)
together with his children and our family lived in this truly extended family system. My mother had to
care for her inlaws, their children and newly born girl child (aunt). My grandmother ‘went to the market’
and therefore all household responsibilities fell on my mother. With tensions brewing my parents
decided to move to Blinkbonnie road (Mayville).
My memories of Clairwood a few and far between. I remember the Muslims used to have the
Moharrum festival and we joined them in the procession eagerly waiting for money to be thrown in the
air so that we could catch it. I remember, the ice-banana from the nearby shop and the Rani Theatre
where we saw a show or two.

Clairwood (Durban) 1955- 1965

Blinkbonnie Road – Mayville :
We lived at Blinkbonnie road sometime between 1953 and 1956, I cannot say when. We were young
then and lived in a tin shanty house that was rented out from my mother’s sister-in-law (wife of my
mother’s brother Ramu). I remember being fascinated by the ‘madumbe’ that grew along the side
stream. My father bought a carbide lamp (kind of powder to cause ignition) to light up the house and I
remember a neighbour with massive teats and this drew my attention- I guess I was ‘flabber’gasted. In
later years , I visited this place to visit Vishnu and family (Ramu’s son) while they were still little. We
were little then and mischievous. I remember, once digging off the soil next to the side tin panels of the
house and when it rained the sacks (for mattresses) we slept on were soaked. By this time all my four
brothers were born, Dennis, myself, Satch, Devan and my eldest sister Dolly. Life was hard in
Blinkbonnie road. My parents could not afford rice and fed us with mealie rice daily and we wanted ‘the
soft booaa’ (rice).

New Germany Road (1959-1961)
My grandfather was very frugal and thrifty in his ways. When his father died, he offered to ‘buy out’ his
brothers, Gun Sardar and Kushodu’s share of the inheritance at New Germany and ‘paid them out’.
Grandfather earned a meager 1 sovereign (1 pound 1 shilling) in those days and was a money-lender,
hence the name ‘Money-king’. He used to pawn peoples sewing machines as security against money
lent. I recall that in New Germany he kept a room-full of sewing machines and a cabinet of ledgers for
his record-keeping (in Telegu by the way ) even though he had no formal school education.
Even though , dubbed money-king, the Chetty’s were far from rich, but the wealth creation can be
attributed to Rengasamy. While he encouraged his children to educate themselves, job reservation and
an average education did not place them in very good standing, yet their inheritance was sufficient for
them to own their own homes, proceeds from the land at Clairwood (55 Pine Road) and Clare Estate. He
left a large estate estimated at R100,000 in 1969 when he died consisting of the 2 freehold properties
mentioned above and a property near the graveyard (Clare Estate Cemetery) , which we cultivated fruit
and vegetables.

On a religious vein, Rengasamy was observed by a Muslim garage owner across the road to be very
astute. As far as my recollections go, I remember that my grandfather used to bring sweets while
working in the corporation and we used to steal them from his overall. I remember his stay with us in
Magazine barracks and later in New Germany Road, a very quiet but very strict disciplinarian. I
remember when his toe was amputated due to gangrene and the ‘mukle-chumbu’ used to spit out the
tobacco and ‘akoo-waka’. He came to my sports day once, when I was the ‘barrow’ and another the
‘wheel’. I also ran in the sack race that day with no wins and my grandfather looked on. He was buried at
Cato Manor cemetery.

Seeing our plight in Blinkbonnie Road, my grandfather instructed my father to build a home for himself
and his family in New Germany Road (345), a family property which was lying vacant. The house was
built by my father juggling between hotel shifts making a make-shift bed under the avocado trees. No
sooner had we settled in New Germany road, my grandfather moved his entire family from Clairwood –
a very big family now but not without its problems. While the extended family was great, tensions
brewed and we forced to move to a nearby tin dwelling in New Germany Road ((Bommie’s House,
opposite the Big Wheel Garage).

My stay in New Germany road began in 1959, when I attended class one. Because the house was not
completed at the beginning of the term of school my brother, Dennis and I, stayed at ‘Sigas house’, not
knowing then that it was my great grand-father’s house and that it was a historical family land-mark –
our ancestral lands. We went to school then under the typical platoon system, some classes being held
in the open (our tin school bags doubling up as seats) and others in one of the 5 the classrooms. We
went to the Andhra Vishnu Trust School built by the generous donations of the Andhra community (of
which my grandfather was one) – not to mention that the areas was hugely populated by Telegu
speaking people.
The school was truly ‘community-based’, far lack of a better word. Students were required to take their
own implements to school to remove the weeds and thorns . It was a form of recreation. Unlike today,
we had no ball-point pens. The typical desk had ink-holders and we wrote with a nib – very much like
writing our own manuscripts – except we weren’t scribes or Egyptians. As little children we would top
up the holders every day, and on bad days mess our books and even clothes with ink – maybe seeing
this they invented the ballpoint – it just might be a point. And on inspection day we had to have our
pencils sharp, inspected for lice, shoes had to be shined and socks up.
Much of lunch was sponsored by the government. School meals consisted of beans and bread, milo or
coco. Sports items included, three-legged race, needle and thread, wheelbarrow race, skipping, rope
race, musical chairs (parents) and the track events.

345 New Germany Road

Days in New Germany were nostalgic. I remember the games we played, the goolie danda, 3 tins, carom
board, darts, hide-and-seek, sand-pit, hop scotch, 5 stones, marbles, rounders, soccer, home-made-bow
and arrows, slings, chess, going to the beach and the family camping’s to Tinley Manor, Park Rynie etc.
Satch remembers my aunt, Soobathy, would hose us on the green grass. It was fun. We would also play
‘bus game’ when we would drive along set routes, Reservoir hills bus or Chingacap bus route. Sounds
silly today but remember that there were no tvs, computers, telephones and mixit in those days and the
radio was a luxury few could afford. These memories are from the period 1959, well into the 1970s, until
in 1979 I married and lived at New Germany Road with uncle George and Ronny.
The property in New Germany road was filled with mango and avocado trees sprinkled with curry leaf,
sugar cane and nartjee trees bordered by jackfruit trees. One of the joys is looking for fallen mangoes in
the morning and filling our buckets with them. The sling and even the stone came in very handy then to
bring down the stubborn mangoes – it was good sport.

I remember that we kept a lot of chickens, roosters, ducks and every morning would fetch the eggs from
‘under the house’, in the foundation which was about half a yard off the ground – for breakfast. In my
later years, I was rather unfortunate to find a freshly laid egg, in the house – yes, you guessed it – the
hens would find a cozy spot – maybe the ‘clothes basket’ and would lay an egg – inside or outside the
house it did not seem to matter. I had the freshly laid egg fried and to my dismay there was nothing so
off-putting as eating a freshly laid egg – it was ‘couchy’ (aroma of meatiness).

We cultivated peanuts, peas, beans, mealies on the farm at New Germany and sometimes helped – but
it was a matter of duty that my uncles ‘ take the hoe and dig the narcut’ (narcut = sugar-cane-like ie.
Sugar-cane with no sugar - that had deep roots). One crop fascinated me -the sour herbs tree. My
grandmother would gather the buds, boil them, add sugar and out came sweet jam.
Satch remembers, my sister, Sarah, a crawling baby, eating the peas while we worked with spades, picks
and hoes.
My uncle Bobby, the second eldest (my father being the eldest) got married here in New Germany Road
to Soobathy. We pitched a tent at the back of the house, erected a make-shift ‘pundal’ and took to a
sumptuous meal on banana leaf – a wedding tradition in those days – and believe me, the food tasted. –
Asked the oldies and they will tell you – nothing tastes better than food on banana leaf.
Here Vasantha , Bobby’s eldest daughter was born. When Soobathy gave birth we were asked to cross
the Palmiet River to call the ‘bag lady’ (home nurse) – babies were born at home in those days!! Can you
believe it. I remember when my second sister, Sarah, was born the bag lady visited us.

My father, in matters of religion always led the way. From my uncle George, they went to the Divine Life
Society in Clairwood and later to the one in Reservoir hills. My mother ensured that we go – even to the
Andhra Vishnu Temple, which lay within the Andhra Vishnu School premises. It is said that Munigadu
Chetty contributed towards building of the temple. My grandfather, himself was a very ‘regular’ devotee
always doing his evening prayers. While my grandmother’s brothers and sister became Christians, we
remained Hindus.

Towards the latter days, George moved to Verulam, Danny to Phoenix, Ronny to Shallcross , while
Bobby’s family stayed with use . They too moved to Phoenix. My wife, Vani was pregnant and using this
excuse, with no phone and all alone in a huge house, requested for a house in Phoenix, which we
eventually obtained. I remember, being the last one of the Chetty’s living there and had the privilege to
hand over the keys to the Durban City, housing department. Within days the house was demolished and
within a few years all residents of the area were forced to move away to Phoenix to make way for a golf
course and community centre and recreational facilities but instead it fell largely to squatters with just
the Andhra hall, checkers centre (occupying 345 New Germany Road) and a golf course – what a waste

of peoples sweat and tears – the days my grandfather and uncles tilled and worked the land can never
be forgotten.

The Group areas act and scarcity of adequate housing played havoc to my family’s migration and
movement patterns. Born in Magazine barracks, I moved to Clairwood, then to Blinkbonnie Road
(Mayville), Magazine Barracks, New Germany Road, New Germany Road (Opposite Big Wheel), Tin
Town, Chatsworth (Havenside), New Germany Road and finally, Phoenix – 10 places in all – it says it all.

New Germany Road (Bommie’s House - 1960-1961)
Here two anecdotes will suffice. As we did not have any clocks, mother would wake up ‘when the cock
crows’ in the wee hours of the morning to go to the market. One morning, mother got ready with one of
my brothers and waited at the bus stop. It was dark, not a soul in sight. There were no vehicles on the
road and after some time elapsed, a car pulled up and asked my mother what we were doing so early in
the morning. My mother replied that we were waiting for the bus. The driver informed us that it was
2.00 am – and they came back home – maybe waiting for another crow. When later we acquired a
watch, ‘keying the watch’ was one of our chores.
Here's another story. One night my younger brother Devan, woke up in the middle of the night, crying of
pain on his leg. As we had no proper lighting, mother bandaged his leg in the dark. The child slept
peacefully. When we woke up we discovered that the bandage was on the wrong foot.
Of-course my co-writer, Satch, conveniently leaves a very important incident out. Kamala, our
neighbour, also attended the same school. Satch was busy sharpening his pencil when in a flash, the
circular motion and razor blade found itself on Kamala’s cheek. It left a huge mark. Satch did not go
unpunished. He was placed in the dark-room and threatened by the headmaster. – and this news
terrified us young ones.

While we stayed at Bommies house, the new Republic of South Africa was formed. I remember that flags
were issued to children and we were told that we should not display them as ‘the Africans would catch
us and hit us’. With the advent of the Republic, the pound shillings and pence gave way to the new
metric system of rands and cents and I remember obtaining my first cent when I sold a few empty
bottles to the ‘bottle van’.

Tin Town (1961-9167)

SPRINGFIElD AREA -TIN TOWN 1960-1970

Tin Town smelled of poverty yet my memories are vivid and rich. To my recollection, the settlement was
started sometime in the 1950s by the Durban Municipality to resettle displaced people (Group Areas
Act) and to provide a home for the poor and destitute as landownership was slowly being eroded from
the Indians and land and housing becoming more scarce. Our family moved to Tin Town in 1961, when I
was standard one and we stayed there until we acquired a home in Chatsworth in 1967.
Tin Town was part of the area called Springfield Flats, a place that was thriving with small market
gardeners that provided their produce to the early morning market. I remember the horse-drawn carts
that would make their way to the market in the wee hours of the morning and the produce sold to the
wholesalers or themselves would lease stalls and place their produce for sale, for as little as 5 pence
and 5 shillings (today approximately 50 cents) one came home with an entire basket of vegetables.
The Springfield area, including spans roughly from Alpine Road to the Municipal dumps, Clare Estate
School the soccer fields and golf-course. Tin Town was close to the Umgeni River, close to the Dumps
and the graveyard. Interestingly, this area was forcibly vacated when in 1976, a huge flood ravaged the

township and many were housed in tent-towns at the Asherville grounds and later moved to the
township of Phoenix. – and this was not the first time that this area was flood ravaged.
In October 1917, it rained heavily for about four days (25-28 October), when the waters reached a
height of up to 2 meters in the Springfield flats area affected over 500 market gardeners and their
families. Many perished in their sleep while others scrambled to the rooftops. Many braved the
hurricane winds and swirling torrents and hope that the morning light would bring recue and it did. Six
of the “heroes of the Umgeni” from the fishing village of Fynnland, braved the raging waters to rescue ,
175 persons to safety taking up to 5 trips – after which they were “staggering like punch-drunk men”,
completely exhausted . T Veloo, one of the rescuers recalls “The flats as the eye could see was a huge
sheet of water and many families were desperately perched or hanging to their flimsy roofs.. ‘we’
jumped into the boat..although we were accustomed to riding the swells of the sea, the river currents
proved to be very treacherous..” (Fiat Lux, May 1973).

Back Row : Sabapathy Govender, Mariemuthoo Padavatan, Gengan Padavatan
Front
: T Veloo, Rungasamy Naidoo, Kuppusamy Naidoo
And what to say of Tin Town. It is here we spent much of our early teens – the rugged days, you could
say. We moved from Bommies house (New Germany Road ) to Tin Town. Father built his first and last
tin house (green, I think but could be blue, my memory fades me) at 236 Springfield Flats, Springfield,
Durban – that was our postal address but we had no post box then nor did we have our own taps. We
shared a communal tap, fortunately it was just across the road from house. Tapping the water was hard
– we had to press really hard to release the water, bucket at a time, often waiting in long queues.
Drinking, bath and water ‘to wash the yard’ was fetched there and I remember that it was one of my
chores to ‘fill the drum’ – and would often observe ring-worms in the water. Admittedly, we were poor

then, but not so poor as our neighbours. Our home was raised above the ground, unlike many of the
homes that used ‘mother earth’ as the everyday flooring. We had a wooden flooring and a paraffin lamp
with a wick (similar to today’s camping gas lamps) which we hung in the doorway to light up the entire
house. We had a metal stove which used to be stoked and filled with wood. My father had a radio and
was very distraught when it was stolen and looked everywhere for miles even close to the grave-yard.
My father loved his gadgetry and we owned one of the tape recorders that could record and playback.
The most memorable being songs of Pithikuli Murugadas , dubbed ‘the wandering monk of India’. Father
used to read to us – and one very captivating story of a little girl called Eva, the hardship she
experienced, and this story had stuck in my mind. Father was strange also, when tipsy, he would say ‘if
you loved me, you would give me a kiss’ and all the neighbourhood children would queue – just for the
sweets – while his children looked on.
We all had our chores. We would fetch wood from the nearby factories and wait for their off-cuts. At
the coal factories, we would wait for the coal to be dumped from the furnace and fill our baskets with
hot coal.
Meals were usually mealie-rice and curry with the occasional meat on Saturdays. I remember first eating
sea-lice there. I remember, sitting around the boiler-tin (filled with hot coal) and having a salted ear or
two from the sheep-head – makes you freak out doesn’t it.
Deepavali was fun. Father would buy and share an entire crate of fireworks with friends and relatives,
just for a few shillings. My mother’s sister’s children (the railway barracks crowd), although being
Christians, would also be given a share of fireworks. As far as religion went we went to the Divine Life
Society – in a house in Tin Town. We were the ‘Siva Brothers’ and remember that while the members of
the Divine Life expertly displayed the asanas, we rendered a song, in varying tones and shapes (still
guessing? We weren’t that good?). The Christian children, of-course went to the ‘red house’, the
children obtaining presents at Christmas – our god was not so generous!
We used to watch the kavady processions to the Umgeni River. You could not get very close to the
trance as you could get whipped or a bush-knife shown at you. Far in the distant hills in Newlands, we
watched the Moharrum festival - the thasias being immersed into the mouth of the Ungeni River, after
a very long walk.
But my first ‘religious experience’, if you could call it so, was on the way to and from school. I used to
pass the pylons and they generated electrical noise. I used to look up and say to myself ‘this is the sound
I hear in my head’. I did not understand what this sound was until many years later when I was initiated
into the Science of the Soul (Surat Shabd Yoga), that this was the inaudible life-stream, the shabd, the
logos, the word that was in the beginning (Bible), from which all life emanated, that reverberated in my
head. The very same analogy was brought to light in the movie ‘August Rush’ when Haley Joel Osment
remarks ‘the music is everywhere’ and the movie opens up with the pylons carrying the electrical
wires/waves – makes you think doesn’t it. The finale of the movie speaks volumes – not only does he
masters the art of music and becomes an orchestral director (master), Haley redeems himself and his
parents prowess very much like the matrix when the little girl ‘creates a new world for Neo’. Here again I

am reminded of the American idols when Reuben (meaning, hoff of a son, a son a father is proud of)
notwithstanding the long journey in which Clay (earth, 3rd) and Kimberly(meaning, meadow in the
forrest, 2nd) are supportive of the final achievements of Reuben that end up in ‘a starry lit sky of
victory’.
School-going was another story. The walk to school was 2km through the Springfield market gardens,
pass he Goldtop factory (mineral factory). My elder brother, Dennis and I, were in the same standard (1)
and we went to the Springfield Hindu State Aided Indian School, situated at Alpine Road corner, with the
adjacent mosque. Here, the platoon system prevailed as well but remember tucking at the cocoa and
gravy, almost watery curry which we relished with slices of brown bread. We had shoes then but were
lazy to use it. Sport was in the Springfield grounds, near where presently, Makro stands. At the grounds
we were told ghostly stories of the three sisters hills, high up. I remember, the nearby golf-course where
we would look for lost golf balls. We would set the balls alight in newspaper and watch it frantically
jump around – this was our entertainment – don’t laugh. In Tin Town we played soccer and rounders a
lot. We were exposed to the cinema, and visited David Landau, where we saw the first Telegu movie.
Comic strips we common then and would wait for the comic featuring Samson, Chunky Charlie and
another She-Devil.

Vishnu, my last, brother was born here. Mother went to the market and we went to school – so Vishnu
was left all alone with only his lunch. We left him in a corner of the verandah, only to find that when we
arrived, he was still there, like he never moved – of-course there was the occasional complaint that the
‘neighbours stole his lunch’.

Life was spectacular in Tin Town – there always was a spectacle to watch.

145 Camper Drive – Havenside – Chatsworth
My father purchased our first brick and tile house in 1967, when I was standard 7, for a sum of
R2500.00, a considerable sum then. Considering that my mother used to buy all the household items
such as food from the money she obtained from the market and got a handsome profit of R5.00 for the
week. In 1971, I earned R65.00 a month and in 1972, R97.50, pm at the University.

My father was very much a man of science as well. He had all the books on medicine, an encyclopedia,
yet suffered from diabetes, arthritis and high blood pressure. When in 1969, the first landing on the
moon by Neil Armstrong, he listened very intently to the commentary and when they landed he have a
huge clap and said ‘yes’ – my maths teacher, Sewjathan, explained to us how the ships would dock in
space – I loved maths then and still do – in maths the laws of nature and spirituality are embodied.

When I was in Standard nine, in 1969, my grandfather Rengasamy died – but not without some drama.
He was in a coma for days. I remember that all my brothers and family went to visit him. My mother told
me that he was ‘calling for me’. I remember that ‘after market’ I went to see him, lying on the floor, with
everybody beside him. I think he died the very same afternoon – for some reason, at the time I was the
most educated in the family (Standard 9) – he loved education- and maybe me? Who knows?

Points:
1. Hard labour with rocks – extension, parents silver wedding in 1974 and mothers birthday on
garden-top?.
Our family had always gone by first names as surnames. I remember we went as Munisami until my
father made a change to ‘Chetty’ and the entire family followed suit.

Map of Havenside
My father passed away on the 15th march “Ides of March”, the year that I got married (married 26
December 1979). He was a stalwart and brought the family together and a live wire at family
gatherings. He was instrumental in bringing the members to the Radha Soami faith into which all my
brothers and sisters as well as family members belong and initiated into the order.

The Exodus to Johannesburg
The movement and migration began in the 1970s when Satch, my younger brother, working for Liberty
Life moved to Cape Town and then Port Elizabeth. The trip to Port Elizabeth was momentous. When we
arrived at his flat, there was no Satch. We slept on the roadside in the wee hours of the morning, as we
knew nobody in PE. My granny, uncles, aunts, their children, I and Vishnu went on the trip. Fortunately,
one of the residents offered us a place to stay. We stayed there overnight but took up camp on the
beach where I remember having a severe earache which granny cured with raw onion. When Satch
arrived we still remained on the beach and later had to rescue him from some ‘rowdy’s’ who wanted to
have his hide.
The return trip was also not uneventful. We did not have permits to enter the Transkei and so decided
to sneak in at night only to be bogged down by mud. The hiace tyres were sunk in mud and we pushed
with bare foot. Personally, I think that we only got out by divine intervention, you needed to see how

deep in mud we were to really understand. We took shelter and ate late at night in the on the Cape
border and continued to Wepener. On the way Vishnu left his shoes behind – the only pair. On the way
to Wepener, the carburetor springs gave way and a coloured person offered us shelter in his shed –
where he made coffins and that night we had an exercise of ‘sleeping among the dead’ – although
fortunately there were no dead bodies lying around. Somehow we made it to Durban, as the hiace was
still troublesome.

Phoenix

Sharan
(Photo as a baby)

We lost our first child ‘Chinthamoney’, when newly married. She died at birth with ‘spina bifida’. It was
not till 20th June 1983 that we were blessed with a lovely little baby boy, Sharan. I remember taking him
to the swings, playgrounds, circus, fairs, the beach, to see Michael knight and Kit, going to his school
sports where he paraded as a very proud superman.

